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is hard to use words to describe Converse One Star shoes and the effect on popular culture, published in 1970 by All Star updated
version of the classic form, in the skateboard culture and street fashion can always find the shadow. This time, with Footpatrol, the
London index ball store, the Soho, the unique mysterious design of the sneaker culture from London, is the main axis of the design,
and that's where the Footpatrol is based. Why would a stone with a mysterious pattern attract so much? In fact, now London has
fewer people know the truth of these stones, some people say that these patterns represent the past electricity or gas pipeline
location, some people say that this is a Masonic Lodge to under secret instructions, no matter of what kind of argument, for the curb
(Kerbstones) increase the number of mystery. Converse x Footpatrol One Star using high quality suede fabric to create a shoe body,
and in One Star's iconic star patterns into the unique jewelry design, it means "area Soho (Jewels of Soho) GEM" Footpatrol brand
embroidery and special printing shoelaces details is not to be missed, it can be seen that the influence of London the streets of the
mysterious legend of Footpatrol Lu yanshi. Footpatrol to the joint cooperation, specifically asked the photographer Ollie Grove
penned in 5 "area Soho (Jewels of Soho) of the gem store and local people" as the theme, taking a series of photos, showing the
real appearance of London street culture. 

Converse, One, Star, x, Footpatrol, One, Star, NT$, 3280

release date: July 8, 2017 query please place to sell

love? Saucony blessed are those who have run, we sort out the present? Saucony used in the shoes of the several main technologies
for everyone to understand, I hope you can know about the shoes after further understanding. This time it mainly brings Flex, Film,
ProGrid, Lite, ProGrid, Tech, and brings a Taiwan Saucony Hattori which has been listed, and makes a brief introduction to various
parts. Let's take a look at it! 

Harper One MVP black version of the previously introduced, Under Armour recently with the MLB star once again launched a new
color like silver snow. UA Harper One ankle strap fixed design first appeared in baseball spikes, the Bryce Harper is very important,
whether in a base or the field is running well, at the end of Charged Cushioning? Technology and SuperFoam buffer performance in
those given insoles, feedback. Recently, Harper also recorded a video image, the concept of expression of people thinking,
"baseball is a full digital sports career, single season hits a few a few bombers, but no matter what number is less than a great blow
to the crisp percussion sound cheerful." when you love a player, you may be able to recite his / her dazzling achievements, but the
feeling of being is that athletes moment heroic imprinted in my mind. Under Armour Harper One 'Platinum' is now available at Under
Armour, the U.S. official website, priced at $149.99. In addition, according to the news, UA Harper One will also have neon, white and
black color for sale, and even plans to sell the team color, if there is further information will also be shared as soon as possible to you
who surveyed. 

source: Under Armour

2017 NBA Markelle Fultz early in the draft draft will start before they decided to join the Nike camp (station reports), as a brand new
star in the future he also recently personal Internet community platform to share this gift and everyone from Nike, transparent acrylic
box printing not only has its own name, open a pair two mining techniques to create a LeBron Soldier asymmetry of yin and Yang 11,
also printed in the left upper bandage and F2G words on behalf of Faithful to the grind Markelle Fultz, which is not only the motto is
also his tattoos on a part of the training will focus on basic skills, to encourage self. In fact, during the period of University Markelle
Fultz with LeBron Soldier 10 they often play in private practice once more through the platinum version of LeBron Soldier 11 debut, it
is not difficult to find him on LeBron Soldier series of love, the new season he will start with what the next pair of boots? Let's wait and
see, 
F2G 
in the left leg lateral pattern thorn and taken from the New Testament James second chapter 14-17 verse excerpts, which can be
noticed by F2G "born in Maryland state as substrate drawn, in addition to the expression of love for hometown, but also always
encourage ourselves only to improve to be able to have today the achievement. 

source: @markellefultz / Philly.com



LeBron James is currently from twenty-five thousand career points only 21 points, is expected to be in the United States on Monday,
76 people visit the Cavaliers team to complete the work at the same time, LeBron James will break the original record, becoming the
youngest player to reach the milepost. 

to mark the occasion, Nike will also be on the LeBron 13 launch limited color to celebrate, but also once again chose NIKEiD
platform to release, as Kobe Bryant in the last season reached a record thirty thousand points by the launch of the Mamba Moment,
LeBron 13 will also follow this, to one of the many options for consumers a rich selection of changes, although it is unclear what will be
what kind of surprise, but the LeBron James was on the view of efficiency, should soon be for us to uncover the special features. 

25K isn ', t, possible, without, your, squad.

21 points until #LBJ25K.

A, #LEBRON13, @NIKEiD, moment, coming, soon., pic.twitter.com/ioiopoJae6

- Nike Basketball (@nikebasketball) October 31, 2015

source: Nike Basketball

Nike Hyperdunk in the twinkling of an eye has entered a tenth year, a new generation of Hyperdunk news 2017 has attracted a lot of
attention after exposure, although not yet officially published, but recently the official version of the map is low and the first bright
phase, rising heat of the discussion is not without reason, because from this in the end, vamp configuration to the outer bottom
groove all make people full of curiosity, also from the real shoes this as you can see, the word HD is composed of the tongue like a
quasi heart like totem, a sense of personal battles take it leisurely and unoppressively, quite love the details. According to the
understanding of this generation of Nike will enable new advent of suspension formulation, the light is on this point enough to make
people eager to, not to mention the outsole design of similar texture, I believe certainly is the focus of this year for half year. 

Nike Hyperdunk 2017 is expected to debut this summer, the high cylinder priced 140 yuan, and the cylinder is $130, looking forward
to the official public as soon as possible to bring us answers. 

source: Sneaker News / Nike

The latest 
Adidas published the day before advertising and James Harden shooting, the overall concept from the flagship brand of the spirit of
Creator, the video content will spread a lot of Internet spoof picture cut into one, and finally to "the creator never copy" slogan
summary, encouraging with athletes without regard to the surface to create their own style and tattle and prate. In their own way, the
courage to show myself. 

source: adidas

last weekend shoe editor EDtrigger Kan was invited to the year of roll bar nike shoes shoes Market sponsored lectures, so Xiaobian
decided to buy tickets to see boss speech and visit, tickets are 60 yuan to be honest is reasonable, after all, arrived a little earlier a
pool of a pool of slowly killing at least 2~3 hours is not a problem, the whole may have room for improvement, but generally I think with
almost no prior to trying to buy shoes plans, because basically I don't spend more than the purchase price of shoes, is holding a walk
to see the mood, but never actually met so I am very interested in this. Back again. 

has arrived at the scene at 14:00, although the live crowds, but it is said that morning but have no place to sit down, in the era of
change, change in concept, different generations love shoes, so this is small to buy the ticket to want more contact with different
voices, also can look forward to making more love you see the contents of. 

the launch, operation market customers, the most charming place in its repeatability is very low, although not necessarily want to find
their own shoes, but each booth has its own story, whether believe the boss's idea or experience, but also an afternoon past collected
a lot of fun information, and see a lot of shoes, like many old game player love SVSM series, or is the new generation of the most
enthusiastic friends of shoes Yeezy 2 with Foamposite One, on behalf of the shoes are part of the culture, all together to tell the
complete evolution and the current environment, even in recent years gradually heating custom change the shoe atmosphere, into the
new running water for the whole circle, bring different energy, in fact, shoes circle "overall" is currently the hitherto unknown
prosperous period, then will go into what end Everyone's good fortune and effort. 

then to introduce the booth is a small day the surprise stalls, the shoe shop in ximending early friends have very many original shoes,
including 1982 product phase is also super good Air Force 1 Hi, double Air Jordan 1, nearly 40 years of history The Sting jogging
shoes. There are recent engraved Cortez shoes, with skincare attitude appeared in front of a small booth which is to attract small stay
long. 
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is like an antique or art, these seem to have the old shoes, the value is not established in its scarce or expensive, but in a further
study when you can understand the nature of knowledge, to a particular product item >
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